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01 - Kheri Sadh

02 - Asan

03 - Kansala

04 - Sanghi

05 - Jassia

06 - Rohtak

07 - Maham

08 - Beri

09 - Birdhana

10 - Bhiwani

11 - Bapora

12 - Loharu

13 - Dhani Toda

14 - Jhanjhari Toda

15 - Bahal

16 - Kandela

17 - Jind

18 - Palwa

19 - Koth Kalan

20 - Zafargarh

21 - Ikkas

22 - Godam

23 - Bar

24 - Ramgarh

25 - Talheri Gujran

26 - Gagan Hedi

27 - Kathey Majra

LEGEND

Birdhana, Jhajjar

Koth Kalan, Hisar

Meham, Rohtak

Jhanjhari Toda, Bhiwani

The second field visit in Haryana was conducted in Rohtak, 
Jhajjar, Bhiwani, Jind, and Hisar districts. Agriculture and 
animal husbandry were the primary occupations in the 
villages of these districts. A local saying,“desa mein des 
haryana, jit dhudh dahi ka khana” translated as “Haryana 
is a land of a kind, where the food comprises of milk and 
curd”, is perhaps indicative of the influence of animal 
rearing on food in the region.

In Rohtak, the architecture was diverse in terms of age, 
materials, and construction techniques which impacted 
the use of vernacular furniture. A traditional house 
constituted of a number of in-built vernacular furniture; 
shelves for water pitcher storage called pendi were a 
common feature in the baithak (guest room) or courtyard 
spaces, wall pegs called killi were used to hang various 
objects, and in-built cabinets called almari were used 
to store valuables. The newly constructed houses were 
devoid of in-built vernacular furniture but movable ones 
like the pidhi (low stool), khaat (charpoy) and palang 
(bed) were still an integral part of people’s lives. 

In Bhiwani district, there were cultural similarities with 
Rajasthan. Unlike other villages in Haryana, a chaupal 
(gathering space) was not present here. People (mostly 
men) gathered at a chowk (crossroad) of the villages or 
in a baithak (guest room) of people’s houses, where they 
smoked a hookah (smoking pipe). We were told that a 
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Focus 

Places visited :    27
Distance travelled :    4245 Kms
Elements mapped :    227
Scholars approached :    5

Overview 

A monthly report of field visits conducted as a part of study of 
Vernacular Furniture of North West India | Phase 3b - Haryana

01. Sandook (Cabinet), 02. Takhtposh (Bench), 03. Khat (Charpoy) , 04. Pidha (Low Chair), 05. Takhtposh (Bench), 06. Sandook 
(Chest), 07. Thathiya (Bowl), 08. Hookah (Smoking pipe)

hookah was always filled by youngest in the group and 
then passed onto everyone. But in the baithak (guest 
room), the rules were different. The hookah was first filled 
by the host and then first puff was dragged by the oldest 
person. A palang (charpoy) was often placed in the baithak 
and the oldest person in the group sat towards the head 
side of the palang.

The team also visited Panchkula and Ambala districts that 
share geographical and cultural similarities with Punjab 
and Himachal Pradesh. The villages in these districts had 
an organic pattern of development. The main source 
of water were natural streams called kuhls. The soil was 
water-rich that helped in the growth of bamboo, which 
was used by craftspeople in the region to make tokri 
(baskets) of various sizes. Bamboo was also used to make 
the frames of manja (charpoy) in this region. 

Some of the seating furniture that were found during this 
field visit were pidha (low chair), pidhi (stool), patada 
(floor seating), mudha (stool) and takhat (bench). The 
sleeping furniture included palang (charpoy), khaat 
(charpoy) and khatola (charpoy). Sandook (cabinet) and 
peti (chest) were used to store clothes and mattresses 
along with other valuable items wrapped in them. A 
number of objects like charkha (spinning wheel), chakki 
(hand mill grinder) and thathiya (paper mache bowl) were 
also found.
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Rohtak, Jhajjar, Bhiwani, Jind, Hisar, Panchkula, 
Ambala
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